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	Herb Gardening For Dummies (For Dummies (Home & Garden)), 9780470617786 (0470617780), For Dummies, 2010

	A plain-English guide to the world of herb gardening


	Starting an herb garden isn't free, but it certainly outweighs the growing costs of buying retail herbs. Plus, adding homegrown ingredients to your meals is a healthy and tasty way to improve upon any dish you whip up at home.


	This friendly, hands-on guide is an excellent introduction to the world of herb gardening. It gives you tips and advice to grow a thriving herb garden that will add depth and flavor to home-cooked meals-as well as boost your health.

	
		How to choose, plant, and care for herbs
	
		Covers ready-made versus homemade soil mixes, starting plants from seeds, and other fundamentals
	
		How to prevent insects, pests, and diseases from invading your containers
	
		Over 30 herb recipes for everyday uses, including rubs, marinades, beauty products, and more



	Whether you're interested in getting step-by-step instructions for starting on your first herb garden or already have one and want to learn new tips and techniques, Herb Gardening For Dummies, 2nd Edition has you covered!
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Introducing Spring Framework: A PrimerApress, 2014

	Introducing Spring Framework is your hands-on guide to learning to build applications using the Spring Framework. The book uses a simple My Documents application that you will develop incrementally over the course of the book and covers:


	
		• How to programmatically configure the Spring container and beans
...


		

The Non-Designer's Photoshop BookPeachpit Press, 2011

	Many designers and photographers own the...


		

Asterisk: The Future of TelephonyO'Reilly, 2005
It may be a while before Internet telephony with VoIP (Voice  over Internet Protocol) reaches critical mass, but there's already tremendous  movement in that direction. A lot of organizations are not only attracted to  VoIP's promise of cost savings, but its ability to move data, images, and voice  traffic over the same...





	

Mobile Communications: An Introduction to New Media (Berg New Media Series)Berg Publishers, 2009

The cellphone has achieved a global presence faster than any other form of information and communication technology. A global multi-billion dollar industry, this small, mundane device is now an intrinsic part of our everyday life.

 

This communications medium has had an immense social and cultural impact and...



		

iPad All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	Slate-style computers have been around for a few years, but it took
	Apple to make them catch on with the general public in a big way when
	it introduced the iPad. This small, less than a pound-and-a-half wonder has
	sold millions of units in its first year for good reason: It’s well designed,
	feature rich, and opens up a world of...


		

Maya Professional Tips and TechniquesSybex, 2007
Get More Out of Maya in Less Time
   Work better and faster in Maya with the quick-hit tips and techniques in this practical book. Designed for busy Maya users, this guide offers dozens of how-tos, workarounds, and shortcuts culled from years of experience in a fast-paced, deadline-driven production pipeline. You'll discover...
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